Classroom Technology and Support

Equip, maintain, and support audio-visual and IT in physical classrooms that are typically scheduled for formal instructional delivery (Registrar-scheduled, departmental-scheduled and within ITS scope of support).

Classroom Tech Guide

All instructional spaces will be equipped with audio-visual (AV) capability that will enable instructors to synchronously broadcast their classes to some or all students, as well as record lectures and meetings for asynchronous viewing.

Computer Classroom Collaborative File Solutions

In the computer classrooms (e.g. DR-14, AS-13, SS-134, etc.), the PC’s have available two types of shared network drives where the instructor and the students can share files.

Computer Classrooms on the Downtown Campus

Computer Classrooms, in addition to an instructor computer at the lectern, provide a computer for each student. The instructor’s computer is connected to a data projector controlled by either a touch panel or control panel for easy selection of audio visual sources.

Computer Classrooms on the Main Campus

Computer Classrooms, in addition to an instructor computer at the lectern, provide a computer for each student. The instructor’s computer is connected to a data projector controlled by either a touch panel or control panel for easy selection of audio visual sources.

Registrar-Scheduled Classrooms

Registrar-Scheduled Classrooms on the Downtown Campus

These classrooms are controlled by a lighted push button panel or a touch-panel which is generally used to select the audio visual sources and control their volume. In some cases, the touch-panel controls the operation of the projection screen and the room lighting.

Requesting the Installation of Software for the Technology-Enhanced Classrooms

Software requests require a minimum of three weeks before being installed to the computers.

Standard IT Classrooms on the Downtown Campus

Standard IT Classrooms are operated by a lighted control panel which is generally used to turn on the data projector, select the audio visual sources, and control their volume. These rooms do not have an installed document camera, but one can pick up a document camera at the Classroom Technology Support office in HS-002 and hook it up to the classroom projector via the laptop connection on the control panel.

Standard IT Classrooms on the Main Campus

Standard technology-enhanced Classrooms are operated by a lighted control panel which is generally used to turn on the data projector, select the audio visual sources, and control their volume.

Student Use of Technology in the Lecture Centers

The Lecture Center facilities are available for use by approved student groups. Contact the Office of Student Involvement & Leadership for availability at 442-5566.

Need more help? Contact the ITS Service Desk.
Using Technology-Enhanced Classrooms

ITS provides multiple ways for the faculty and staff to familiarize themselves with the Technology-Enhanced Classrooms on campus:

Using the Technology in BB-12

The classroom technology available in BB-12 is quite extensive. In addition to the typical technology found in other rooms in the Business Building, there is an additional capability that allows you to video conference and lecture capture.